
T6 Week 6:  Monday 

Lesson Activity 

Phonics 
  

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack (also on the website) and or 
watch the Jolly Phonics Song .                                                                                                                                  
IALT: blend and segment the ‘air’ sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube. If you are secure in phase 3 move 
to Phase 4                                                                                                                                                                           
IALT: blend and segment longer words. Watch a phase 4 lesson on YouTube and complete the activities.                                                    
Printer Required: Complete one page from the phonics work book resource on the website.  

Wake & Shake Sea creature Song and Dance  

Literacy IALT: talk about what happened in the Lighthouse Keepers Lunch story. 

Watch this video of The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch story.   

Questions: How did the lighthouse keeper feel? How did he try to stop the seagulls?                                              

How would you stop seagulls from eating your lunch?  Have you ever seen a real life                                                                   

seagull?  Where do seagulls live? 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with                
dolls/people etc. Make a pirate ship in your bedroom.  

Snack Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating.  

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, can you notice anything that has changed since yesterday? 

Maths IALT: use shapes to create a picture of a lighthouse. (YouTube Video) 
Activity:  Using 2D flat shapes create your own light house collage.  
Questions: What shapes will you use?  What did you do first?  Tell me about                                                                   
your plan to create your drawing. 
Recording:  How could you record the shapes you have used?  Did you  use                                                              
more than one of any shape? Could you record what you know about the                                                                          
properties of the shapes you have used?  

Quiet time Norris the Baby Seahorse | A Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure 

Hand-Writing Please choose the lesson that is suitable for your child.                                                                                     

IALT: correctly  form letters (YouTube Lesson) :                                                                                                    

Focus on a few letters a day, when your child has mastered them then move onto the next objective.  

IALT: Correctly form ascenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                              

Focus on ensuring that the letters are sitting on the line and taller than the small letters                           

IALT: Correctly form descenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                        

Focus on ensuring that the letters  are sitting on the line and that their tails go under  the line.                 

IALT: join small letters (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                              

Practice joining  the letters “an” and “am”. 

Topic IALT:  create my own lighthouse model.  
 
Activity:  Junk model a lighthouse and decorate it.  
Questions: What could you do next time to make it                                                                                                            
stronger/bigger/better?  

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/                        
people etc. 

Reading We will upload a pink, red and yellow book each week for you to read. 

Useful Websites: 

Free e-book library: https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/books/free-ebooks/  

Maths Games: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/counting  

Audio Stories:https://www.worldbookday.com/big-little-book-corner/  

Pictures to start conversations : https://www.pobble365.com/  

Wellbeing support:https://www.partnershipforchildren.org.uk/what-we-do/childrens-wellbeing-activities-for-teaching-staff-and-families.html  

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYyPM2stdIE&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=17&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AQ07JWcB-U&list=PLm2RM2K7CuCQdZE1-V3cR3cznYUO_p1ep&index=35
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Under+the+Sea+for+Children&&view=detail&mid=F5D725EE942DFA9651A7F5D725EE942DFA9651A7&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DUnder%2Bthe%2BSea%2Bfor%2BChildren%26Form%3DVDRSCL%26%3D0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46wCRq50WwgC:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMHVEFWNLMcC:/Users/User/Documents/Autodesk%20Application%20Manager
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kn035fCTFII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOcs57Lw04w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFuobePKER8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjdCB19Kag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwHyZkPb8BI&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=54&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_LYlk_k0Lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um3OrOP2x5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vJAYlxVed4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbMLjhMYrPQ
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/books/free-ebooks/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/counting
https://www.worldbookday.com/big-little-book-corner/
https://www.pobble365.com/
https://www.partnershipforchildren.org.uk/what-we-do/childrens-wellbeing-activities-for-teaching-staff-and-families.html


T6 Week 2– Tuesday 

Lesson Activity 

Phonics 
  

IALT: recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack (also on the website) and or 
watch the Jolly Phonics Song .                                                                                                                                  
IALT: blend and segment the ‘ure’ sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube.  If you are secure in phase 3 
move to Phase 4                                                                                                                                                                          
IALT: blend and segment longer words. Watch a phase 4 lesson on YouTube and complete the activities.                                                    
Printer Required: Complete one page from the phonics work book resource on the website.  

Wake & Shake Under the Sea Wake and Shake  

Literacy IALT: draw and name characters from a story.(YouTube Video) 

Can you draw and name the different characters in the story? Who was your favourite ? Which character 

would you like to be?  

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with                
dolls/people etc. 

Snack Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating.  

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, can you notice anything that has changed since yesterday? 

Maths IALT:  to measure and compare height. 
 
Activity: Build a lighthouse from things around the house then  
measure it too see how tall it is.  
Questioning:  
How tall is your lighthouse?  How could you make it taller?   
Shorter?  What can you use to measure? 
Recording : How can you record the height of your lighthouse?  
 What will this look like?  

Quiet time Follow this Zen Den, read a book, complete a  puzzle or listen to some calming music. 

Hand-Writing Please choose the lesson that is suitable for your child.                                                                                     

IALT: correctly  form letters (YouTube Lesson) :                                                                                                    

Focus on a few letters a day, when your child has mastered them then move onto the next objective.  

IALT: Correctly form ascenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                              

Focus on ensuring that the letters are sitting on the line and taller than the small letters                           

IALT: Correctly form descenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                        

Focus on ensuring that the letters  are sitting on the line and that their tails go under  the line.                 

IALT: join small letters (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                              

Practice joining  the letters “an” and “am”. 

Topic ALT: talk about the functions of a  lighthouse.  
 
Activity:  watch this video of Maddie from Cbeebies finding out about lighthouse.                                                       
Then answer these questions. 
Questions:  
Have lighthouses always been as they are now? 
What is the light called ? 
What colours are lighthouses painted ? Why? 
How  far away can lighthouses be seen? 
 
If you have enjoyed learning about lighthouses you may want to watch this video of amazing lighthouse 
pictures.  

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/      
people etc. 

Reading We will upload a pink, red and yellow book each week for you to read. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLBWTwcxJz0&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDy_YT8t8KI&list=PLm2RM2K7CuCQdZE1-V3cR3cznYUO_p1ep&index=36
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=wake+and+shake+under+the+sea&docid=608032631507389455&mid=FCE84D7E0A086D167651FCE84D7E0A086D167651&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-z6z07w0PQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dR22hbln6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wsy2L9VvX90&t=381s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjdCB19Kag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwHyZkPb8BI&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=54&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_LYlk_k0Lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R40pQJou4p0C:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYoX6Za12bMC:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYoX6Za12bMC:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUuWhKHPFL0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nga_S5twM-c


T6 Week 2- Wednesday 

Lesson Activity 

Phonics 
  

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack (also on the website) and or 
watch the Jolly Phonics Song .                                                                                                                                  
IALT: read and spell phase three tricky words.. Watch the YouTube clip. If you are secure in phase 3 
move to Phase 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
IALT: blend and segment longer words. Watch a phase 4 lesson on YouTube and complete the activities.                                                                                                                 
Printer Required: Complete one page from the phonics work book resource on the website.  

Wake & Shake Big Blue Whale Dance  

Literacy IALT: Draw and label a lighthouse.(YouTube Video) 

Draw and lighthouse and use your phonics to write labels., 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with                
dolls/people etc. It might be nice to make a den today using sheets. 

Snack Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating.  

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, can you notice anything that has changed since yesterday? 

Maths IALT:  Compare and measure height. 

Activity:  count the cubes to                                                                                                                            find         
out how tall the lighthouses are.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Then  work out what the  difference                                                                                                                                                                 
is between them . Can you make                                                                                                                                       
your own lighthouse? 
Questions:  Can you explain the                                                                                                                                          
difference between the lighthouses?                                                                                                                                              
How can you check your ideas? 
Recording: How can you record  what you have found out? Think of different ways to record.  
 

Quiet time Squish the Fish Yoga  

Hand-Writing Please choose the lesson that is suitable for your child.                                                                                     

IALT: correctly  form letters (YouTube Lesson) :                                                                                                    

Focus on a few letters a day, when your child has mastered them then move onto the next objective.  

IALT: Correctly form ascenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                              

Focus on ensuring that the letters are sitting on the line and taller than the small letters                           

IALT: Correctly form descenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                        

Focus on ensuring that the letters  are sitting on the line and that their tails go under  the line.                 

IALT: join small letters (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                              

Practice joining  the letters “an” and “am” 

 

Topic IALT: design a lunch for a seagull.  
Activity: Watch this video about seagulls and what they eat. Now design a                                                                
lunch for a  seagull, draw your food on a paper plate. 
Questions: What do seagulls eat?  Tell me about your meal? Would you                                                                      

like to feed a seagull?   

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ peo-
ple etc. 

Reading We will upload a pink, red and yellow book each week for you to read. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ek8TVoLdJWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVNlDxB6l94&list=PLm2RM2K7CuCQdZE1-V3cR3cznYUO_p1ep&index=37
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=wake+and+shake+under+the+sea&docid=608020897597164032&mid=2D62F5DEAE1C421FFBC62D62F5DEAE1C421FFBC6&view=detail&FORM=VIREC:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ie7ws365NQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKuYfLM0yDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjdCB19Kag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwHyZkPb8BI&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=54&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_LYlk_k0Lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHVWPJl4aYcC:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um3OrOP2x5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vJAYlxVed4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbMLjhMYrPQ


T6 Week 2–Thursday 

Lesson Activity 

Phonics 
  

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack (also on the website) and or 
watch the Jolly Phonics Song.                                                                                                                                  
IALT: read and spell phase three tricky words.. Watch the YouTube clip. If you are secure in phase 3 
move to Phase 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
IALT: blend and segment longer words. Watch a phase 4 lesson on YouTube and complete the activities.                                                            
Printer Required: Complete one page from the phonics work book resource on the website.  

Wake & Shake Captain McFinn's Fish Dance  

Literacy IALT: Write instructions to make a healthy snack. 

Think about the steps you need to take to  get a                                                                                                           

healthy snack.  Then write  down theses steps. 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with                
dolls/people etc. 

Snack Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating.  

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, can you notice anything that has changed since yesterday? 

Maths IALT:  select the correct coin for a value.                                                                                                                     

Activity: Find several items from around your house and write prices on them (1p,2p,5p,10p,20p) start 

by using prices that relate to a singular coin. Pretend to be a shop keeper, your child can choose items and 

pay for them using coins. Swap over roles,  this time your child will have to check you have given them the 

correct coin.  You could check their knowledge by giving them the incorrect coin.                                                    

Questions: what coin will you use? Could you pay with more than one coin? How many different ways 

could we make 5p? How an we check  we have the correct ammount?                                                                             

Recording: Can you put something on paper to show the different ways you can make 10p? What will 

this look like? 

                                                                                      +                       +                        = 15p 

Quiet time Popcorn the Dolphin Yoga  

Hand-Writing Please choose the lesson that is suitable for your child.                                                                                     

IALT: correctly  form letters (YouTube Lesson) :                                                                                                    

Focus on a few letters a day, when your child has mastered them then move onto the next objective.  

IALT: Correctly form ascenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                              

Focus on ensuring that the letters are sitting on the line and taller than the small letters                           

IALT: Correctly form descenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                        

Focus on ensuring that the letters  are sitting on the line and that their tails go under  the line.                 

IALT: join small letters (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                              

Practice joining  the letters “an” and “am”. 

Topic IALT:  be a bird spotter. 
 
Activity: Go for a walk look for different types of birds. Draw pictures and                                                                     
try to find out what they are called.  Notice what is different or similar about                                                                
the birds you have seen .  
Questions:  Can you name the birds? How are they different? Size/colour etc.….                                                 

where do you think they live? What are baby birds called?                                                                                          

What time of day do we hear birds the most? 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/       
people etc. 

Reading We will upload a pink, red and yellow book each week for you to read. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R087lYrRpgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o-D4122bqs&list=PLm2RM2K7CuCQdZE1-V3cR3cznYUO_p1ep&index=38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKsUGf2LNG4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxnEuj1c0sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YR1OxBk8BF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjdCB19Kag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwHyZkPb8BI&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=54&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_LYlk_k0Lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um3OrOP2x5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vJAYlxVed4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbMLjhMYrPQ


T6 Week -Friday  

Lesson Activity 

Phonics 
  

IALT: recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack (also on the website) and or watch 
the Jolly Phonics Song .                                                                                                                                                                      
IALT: read Phase 4 tricky words. Watch a phase 4 lesson on YouTube and complete the activities.                                                            
Printer Required: Complete one page from the phonics work book resource on the website.  

Wake & Shake Under the Sea Wild Workout  

Literacy IALT:  write a lunch invite. (YouTube Video) 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with  dolls/people 
etc. 

Snack Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating.  

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, can you notice anything that has changed since yesterday? 

Maths IALT: to give directions  (YouTube Video)                                                                                                                                                         

Activity: watch  and join in with this video that teaches language linked to directions. When you have     

mastered some of these directions see if you can direct a ship safely to shore.  Give them clear instructions 

using the words, left, right, turn, stop forward and backwards.                                                                                              

Questions: Tell me about directions? What other words could we use to                                                                     

give directions? How could we make this activity harder? Tell me about                                                                       

your left and right hands. Why do we need directions? Can you think of a                                                                         

time you needed directions?                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Recording: How could we record different directions? Where do we see                                                                      

directions in the world around us? 

Quiet time Nibs the Octopus  Yoga  

Hand-Writing Please choose the lesson that is suitable for your child.                                                                                                                         

IALT: correctly  form letters (YouTube Lesson) :                                                                                                                        

Focus on a few letters a day, when your child has mastered them then move onto the next objective.                                                

IALT: Correctly form ascenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                                      

Focus on ensuring that the letters are sitting on the line and taller than the small letters                                                      

IALT: Correctly form descenders (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                        

Focus on ensuring that the letters  are sitting on the line and that their tails go under  the line.                                          

IALT: join small letters (YouTube Lesson):                                                                                                                                    

Practice joining  the letters “an” and “am”. 

Topic IALT: talk about how I can help others and working as a team. 
 
Activity: Watch  this  video about a lighthouse keeper  and discuss how                                                                                     
the town helped him. Save the day .   
Questions: How could you help and support people around you and                                                                                                       
your community?  Can you think of a time you helped someone else                                                                               
out? 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Reading We will upload a pink, red and yellow book each week for you to read. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6yT7EMqOqw&list=PLm2RM2K7CuCQdZE1-V3cR3cznYUO_p1ep&index=39
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Under+the+Sea+for+Children&&view=detail&mid=6AD61E512B7F02F3474C6AD61E512B7F02F3474C&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DUnder%2Bthe%2BSea%2Bfor%2BChildren%26Form%3DVDRSCL%26%3D0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXSNTwg_TAU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxnEuj1c0sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlXKwKajS3g
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=left+right+forwards+backwards+games&&view=detail&mid=B259BE435254A4FCDE95B259BE435254A4FCDE95&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dleft%2520right%2520forwards%2520backwards%2520games%26qs%3DNM%26form%3DQBVRMH%26sp%253
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUBRoLRioiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjdCB19Kag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwHyZkPb8BI&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=54&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc&list=PLtfoJSN4ZnU1McqDjT_G0er_cg05u9zHO&index=41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_LYlk_k0Lc
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=lighthouse+video&docid=608005590344601532&mid=C57147656294A71BF6C5C57147656294A71BF6C5&view=detail&FORM=VIREC:/Users/User/Documents/13.05.20%20-%20COVID19%20Comms%20Docs.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um3OrOP2x5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vJAYlxVed4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbMLjhMYrPQ

